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Moderate magnitude ≥ 4.0 Mw earthquakes, located on the edge of tectonic plates in the equatorial Atlantic
ocean, are commonly recorded by global seismographic  stations. The seismic waves generated from these
events are refracted through the seafloor near the epicenter, in which part of the energy propagates into the
oceanic water layer, and converts to acoustic waves called T (tertiary) waves. T waves propagate within the
SOFAR (Sound Fixing and Ranging) channel, a low sound-speed zone which forms a waveguide and allows
propagation over long distances (more than 1,000 km) with low attenuation. When T waves reach the coast (e.g.
islands  or  continental  margins),  the  T  waves  convert  back  to  seismic  propagation. Previous  authors  have
reported that the sediments along the continental shelves of Australia and the United States play an important
role in the acoustic-seismic energy transfer. However, this conversion process, and the changing of the acoustic
energy to seismic T waves in the solid Earth, are poorly known in the equatorial Atlantic region. There are only
two examples in the literature of T wave studies at seismic stations located on islands of the North Atlantic. To
better understand the propagation of T waves in the equatorial Atlantic, we present the analysis of five T wave
generating earthquakes with moment magnitudes ≥ 5.7 from the Romanche Transform Fault, as  well as two
events  (Mw  ≥5.8)  from  the  Chain  Transform  Fault.  Our  objective  is  to  describe  the  behavior  of  T  wave
propagation by using data from 25 broadband seismographic stations of the Brazilian Seismographic Network.
The source events were chosen from the Global Centroid Moment Tensor (GCMT) catalog.  The Romanche
Transform earthquakes exhibited seismic T-wave amplitudes with  azimuthal  distributions of  ~220º,  with  the
southernmost stations at ~270º azimuth. The maximum amplitudes are at ~240-250º azimuth, with amplitudes
decaying at  both northward and southward stations.  We did not  identify any direct  correlation in  amplitude
correlation with epicentral distance or length of the continental travel path. Similarly, the Chain Transform events
shown  a  coastline  distribution  in  range  between 230º  and  265º  azimuth,  with  the  highest  seismic  T-wave
amplitudes at  stations  of  ~255º  azimuth.  Finally,  the preliminary  results  presented here indicate  there is  a
correlation between the maximum seismic T-wave amplitude and azimuth from earthquake source to seismic
receiver along the Brazilian coast. Our interpretation is that the radiation pattern of the seismic source influences
the T-wave amplitudes recorded along and inland of the Brazilian coast.
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